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Options

Entry port, left, 80 mm, with stopper
Full-sight glass door (5-layer insulating glazing), heated

Works calibration certificate for one temperature and humidity according to customer specification (only CTC)

Works calibration certificate for one temperature according to customer specification (only TTC)

Door-hinges on left side

Interface Ethernet instead of USB including software
RS232 interface instead of USB

dito, for combination error message (e.g. supply failure, sensor fault, fuse); VO only in combination with option T5
MobileALERT, notification by SMS in case of any error or alarm of the device. Requires option H6 “floating contact for alarm”

Accessory

Additional stainless steel grid

External control and logging package consisting of mini-Notebook and software „Celsius“, pre-configurated, and lateral swinging arm

OQ check list with works test data for one free-selectable temperature value incl. temperature distribution survey for 27 measuring points to DIN 

12880:2007-05 as support for validation by customer

External measuring instrument with sensors for daylight and UV-light, with additional measuring head for temperature and humidity. Product information on 

demand (models HCP and CTC)

Oven-linked authorisation card (User-ID-Card) prevents undesired manipulation by unauthorised third parties. When reordering please specify serial 

number

Software conforming to FDA ”Celsius FDA Edition“ for up to 16 units. Meets the requirements for the use of electronically stored data sets and electronic 

signatures as laid down in Regulation 21 CFR Part 11 of the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Not applicable for UFP800DW

Integration of additional units (up to max.16 units) into an already existent FDA-software licence. Not applicable for UFP800DW
IQ check list with works test data for chamber as support for validation by customer

USB connection cable for computer interface
Temperature profile write/read unit for programming via PC, for writing to and reading from the chip card, up to 40 ramps

Additional chip card, blank, formatted (32 kB MEMoryCard XL for a maximum of 40 ramps)


